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 IDEC  Legacy Innovative Teaching Ideas 

 
  A MULTI-FACETED DESIGN PROJECT 
  

Author  Barbara A. Caron 

  University of Northern Iowa 

  Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614-0332 
 
 Key Words Multi-cultural, Writing Skills, Presentation Skills 
  
 Category Materials, Finishes, Fixtures and Furnishings 
 Type Studio Project 
 Level Junior 
 Duration 8 weeks 

 
 Abstract Based on research, students selected and specified appropriate furnishings and 

finishes for clients representing Hispanic, Native American or Asian cultures. In 
addition to awareness of cultural diversity, this project also developed writing, 
presentation and computer skills. AutoCAD was used for drawings and word 
processing program was used for the narratives and schedules.  

 
 Objectives To gain experience selecting furnishings and finishes that functionally, aesthetically, 

economically and creatively meet client requirements; 
 
  To practice estimating materials, time and costs as well as completing the necessary 

schedules and order forms for a project; 
 
  To use research skills to become knowledgeable about multi-cultural design 

possibilities; 
 
  To develop an understanding of other cultures through knowledge of their history, 

arts, architecture and lifestyle; 
 
  To reinforce computer skills learned in earlier courses by using AutoCAD for all the 

drawings and a word processing program (Word Perfect or other) for the narratives 
schedules; and  

 
  To develop and practice written, visual/graphic, and oral presentation skills.  
 
   Criteria Program Requirements 

   Using the existing space, students were asked to create functional and aesthetically 
successful interiors that satisfied the needs, requirements, and preferences 
described in the client profile. 
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Problem Statement 
  Students were required to: 1) research a location, including its natural environment 

and history significance; 2) learn about their clients’ cultural heritage; 3) write a 
design concept statement; 4) select appropriate materials and finishes for floors, 
wall/ceilings, windows and upholstery; 5) prepare a narrative description of the 
finished project; 6) develop the necessary specifications, schedules and related 
documentation to communicate all information needed to order materials and 
finishes; 7) prepare drawings and boards to communicate the design visually; and 8) 
make a three to five minute presentation to the client (class), outlining the general 
requirements, the design concept and the solution. 

 
  Client Profiles 
  Three clients were randomly assigned to the students in the class. 
 
  Isabel and Rolando Alvarez are professors who live in San Antonio, Texas, and are 

recently retired from Trinity University. Their condominium is located in an historic 
building facing the River Walk. Isabel and Rolando enjoy formal entertaining, 
reading and traveling in Mexico and Central America. They have sophisticated 
urban tastes that incorporate the colors, patterns, textures and artifacts of Mexico 
and Central America. The furnishings and finishes must meets these needs and 
reflect these interests. Furnishings should be somewhat formal. Materials and 
finishes must be elegant and appropriate to the history building. Rolando and 
Isabel have a retirement income that allows them to spend whatever is needed, 
within reason, to furnish their home.  

 
  Kai Blue Feather is a 28-year-old social worker who lives west of Medora, North 

Dakota, in the heart of Theodore Roosevelt National Park, known for its natural 
beauty. The condominium, part of a new development, faces Sentinel Butte. Kai is 
very active in the community and like to entertain informally. Kai’s other interests 
include music, physical fitness, and Native American crafts and artifacts. Kai would 
like the condominium’s furnishings and finishes to meet these needs and reflect 
these interests. Comfortable furnishings and easy-care materials are desired. Kai’s 
annual salary is $28,000; so economy is important. Students could chose whether 
Kai is male or female. 

 
  Suni and Tae Chan are engineers who live in San Francisco. They are in their mid-

30s and recently married. Their condominium, which overlooks the hills of Marin 
Country and the Golden Gate Bridge, was built in the 1960s. Suni and Tae have very 
busy lives that often bring work home. They have little time to entertain. Free time 
is spent exploring the city, visiting art galleries, or going to the beach. The Chans 
prefer a very contemporary (even high-tech) environment with a California flair. 
Further, it must allow them to incorporate furnishings that reflect their Asian 
heritage. That is, their home must meet their lifestyle needs while creating an 
environment that combines modern and traditional elements. The Chans can afford 
to purchase whatever is necessary. 
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  Spatial Information 
  The condominium unit is 900 plus square feet and has one bedroom, one bath, and 

a sunroom/library. It is located in a multi-story, multi-unit building. The façade is 
appropriate for the location. The assigned plan and schedules give dimensions. All 
wall are 8’-0” high and must remain. The window and door styles, but not sizes may 
be changed.  

 
 Process Students prepared a work schedule based on a checklist. A copy of this 

schedule/checklist was submitted at the beginning of Week Three of the project. 
Students prepared a detailed log of time spent on the project. The log included date, 
time action and accomplishments. A copy of the log was submitted every week and at 
the end of the project.        Actual progress was compared to the log and schedule. 

 
This project was used in a semester-long class that covered resources and materials 
as well as kitchen design. The course was taken concurrently with Residential Design. 
The project was introduced during the first week of class. Lectures, in-class activities 
and homework assignments provided students with information for decision making 
and practice in specification of materials and finishes. Newly acquired knowledge was 
applied to this project as it was learned. During the first six weeks, students 
researched the culture and location and then made their initial selections of materials 
and finishes. The last two weeks were devoted to completing the selection and 
specification of materials and finishes. Because the floor plan and schedule format 
were prepared the previous semester in  “Computer Applications for Interior 
Design", students completed the necessary new drawings (additional layers on 
AutoCAD) with great efficiency . 
 

 
Presentation This project had three presentation components: written, visual/graphic and oral. 
   
  Booklet 

Format: Must be word-processed, single spaced and spiral bound (8-1/2" X  11"). 
 

Content: Booklet contained:  1) cover/title page with project name and student's 
name; 2) table of contents with page numbers; 3) extensive design concept 
statements incorporating the student's research and reflections including footnotes 
and bibliography;  4) narrative description of the finished project that clearly and 
concisely painted a verbal picture of the project and explained how materials and 
finishes related to another and unified the design;  5) a 1/8" = 1'-0" dimensioned 
presentation plans prepared in AutoCAD and including architectural features, 
furnishings, and finishes/materials as appropriate; and 6) window, door, and 
plumbing interior finish schedules with separate specifications/schedules to be 
prepared in a table format for floors, bases, walls, ceilings, window treatments, and 
upholstery. The content of each schedule was determined by what was needed to 
communicate fully the information. Basic schedule information included location, 
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quantity, manufacturer, product name, style, color/finish, size, etc. Each schedule 
was keyed to the appropriate plan or, if necessary, elevation. Additional drawings 
were provided as needed to communicate the design. For example, drawings 
typically accompany window treatment specifications and complex floor or wall 
covering designs. 

 
  Boards 

Format: 1) presentation was to include two or more 16"x 20" presentation boards, 
with the color of the boards not detracting from the materials; 2) board layout 
included a professional quality title block and appropriate border/edge finish; and 
3) samples were to be organized logically as well as aesthetically to appear 
professional.  Note: The appearance of the boards was to complement the 
appearance of the booklet cover, i.e., same color, type style and logo 

 
Content:  1) professional quality copy of the presentation plan was on one board, 
and could have been rendered in color; 2) samples of all finishes/materials must be 
included;  and 3) samples were organized and keyed in a manner that made it easy 
to understand the design and to relate the materials to the 
specifications/schedules. 

 
  Oral Presentation 

A five to ten minute oral presentation was made to the client (class). For this 
presentation, the student was to outline the general requirements, the design 
concept and the solution. 

 
 

 Evaluation A three page grade sheet was used. The first two pages restated the project 
requirements by category, with space for written comments. The third page was a 
summary of possible/earned points, as follows: 

 
  Content. 
  Concept statement, narrative description, 
  plans and general schedules.......................... 40 Points 
  Materials, specifications and schedules ....... 70 Points 
 
  Presentation. 
  Visual presentation (boards and booklet) ...... 30 Points 
  Oral presentation .................................................10 Points 

 
 
 Resources Books. 
  Techniques for Estimating Materials Costs and Time for Interior Designers by C. 

 Sampson. Whitney, (1992). 
  Planning & Managing Interior Projects by C. Farren. R.S. Means Co., (1988). 
  Window Treatments by K.J. Nielson. Reinhold (1990). 
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  Interior Design by J. Pile. Prentice-Hall (1998). 
  Materials and Components of Interior Design by J.R. Riggs. Prentice-Hall (1992). 
  Textiles for Residential and Commercial Interiors by J. Yeager. Harper Collins, 

 (1998). 
  In the Oriental Style: A Sourcebook for Decoration and Design by M. Freeman and 

 others. Bullfinch, (1990). 
  The Native Americans: The Indigenous People of North America Edited by R. 

 Collins. Smithmark, (1992, c1991). 
  Spanish Style by S. Slesin and others. Potter, (1990). 
 
  In addition to these books, architecture and interior design magazines were 

available in the classroom. Library resources were used to research each culture. 
 
 Documentation The following floor plan was used because students drew it and prepared schedules 

using AutoCAD as a project in a CAD class they took the previous semester. Using 
the same project allowed the students to build on existing work and skills. Any small 
residential space would be satisfactory for the project. 
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